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General on modelling 
If certain properties of a phenomenon V (thing, cyenL set of relations, 
etc.) decisi n' for it::; analysis cOTrespond in tnrn to each of the appropriately 
selected properties of a phenomenon J1. and if the same quantitatin, correlation 
can he established betwC'en the corresponding propertie::; of the phenomena 
Jl and V then the phenomenon J1 is the model of V. The properties correlated 
are referred to a::; analogolls properties. 
If the quantitatiye relations hetween the decisiy,' properties of phenom-
enon V may he correlated to quantitatiye relation" between mathematieal 
coneepts, then these latter constitute ·with their relations the "immaterial 
model" of the strueture. A" a matter of faet. all kinds of design calclllatioll8 
may he con::;iderecl as an analysis of the mathematical model developed on 
the basis of assumed propertie::; of the designed structure. 
A mathematical model is in every respect ach-antageous hecause it 
permits to make use of ! llP simplification::; offered hy its immateriality. Thus, 
for example, stresses in simple har-systems can, of course, eyer be determined 
on "immaterial models". Howeyer, most of the adyantages of the mathematical 
model hecome illusory if the relations between the analogous properties are 
quantitatiyely unreliable. hypothetical or of restricted validity. ~either can 
the model immateriality be made use of although analogous relations 
suhsist - if the mathematical model is too complex to determine the relations 
needed for the design. 
Though the eyent of computers largely extended the possihilities of 
immaterial mathematical models, this trend of development results by no 
means in reducing the uses of "realistic models" constructed of some kind 
of material. On the contrary, the progress in electronic::;, the new results of 
automation, data processing and eleetrical metrology multiplicd the effieiency 
and applieability of model tests at least as mueh as those of mathematical 
methods. 
This paper is concerned with problems related to the "realistic model" 
analysis of eommon reinforced conerete structures in order to find solutions 
- of course, without aiming at completeness helping the research engineer 
1* 
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to decide oyer the material and the ~cale reduction for the model of reinforced 
concrete structlues. 
Engineering design - mathematical model of structures 
The stages of dl'l"elopment of mathematical models 
Design of engineering structures consists of the following operations: 
On the hasis of technological, service, etc. requirements for the 
strnctnr(', the design yalucs of the static and dynamic loads acting OIl the 
structure, a;: well a:3 the unfavourable but probable yariations of these effect:' 
are detprmiw,d. 
On the ha~i~ of favourable or unfa,"(,urahk ob~ervations on structurt"~ 
of the "ame function, the hasic arrangement of the Etructure (possibly a fe'w 
alternative;; cOllEiclered to be equiyalent) and the approximate value;;: of tlV" 
significant dimensions of the strnctur(' are assumed. 
- In po:"session of the characteristics nf the structural materiah tllP 
"static model" of the structure is constructed. The static model is a model 
of idealized material subject to idealizeclload~ in which the analogous propertie~ 
i.e. the loads (effects) considered to be substantial may he correlated with 
those of the actual structure. at a ;;:ufficiently clo;;;e agreement from the aspect 
of technical requirements. 
- If the loads and stresses of the structural model are related by 
essentially mathematical method::: of structural enginecring, theSE' relation" 
expressed in dependence of the decisiye data of the structural model yield 
the mathematical model of the actual structure. 
- In possession of the mathematical model the alterations in the 
assumed structural dimensions and system needed to assure the required 
load capacity are determined (making use of the structural model). 
Idealization and neglections in developing the mathematical model 
Let us consider now the neglections introduced to the mathematical 
model of the structure needed hy ease of handling or eyen by feasibility 
aspects. 
- The loads acting 011 the structure are random yariables forming a 
stochastic system of yalues from either magnitude, pattern or acting time 
aspects. Their design values may, even in case of a detailed analysis, be giyen 
as the mean values biased by the effect of the variations. 
- The same considerations apply to the structural dimensions and 
eyen more to physical properties of the structural materials, especially to 
the physical characteristics of the concrete in reinforced concrete structures. 
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This effect should he considered in each case in :"<,,leeting t ht' strnctural 
111 aterial and the hasic structural sYstem. 
In constructing the i'tructural model fUl'th(~r neglcctions haye to be 
introduced. 
=\[0 exact physical pl'opel,ties of the structural materials can he 
reckoned with, even in the sense that, ·without making all()'wance f(lr the 
\"a1"i'ltion5. one considers the mean ,'alues to lw exact. :\" , the ;:tructural 
ll1atl'rial hehaviour la,\'S first of all those of the concrete arc not yet 
known exactly, and the relationshi.ps describing the la·w;: in accordance v,-jtlt 
our kno\\-ledge of materials and the actual accuracy of n:tetrology ·would 
lead to a very intricate'. mathematically untreatahle structural model eyen 
for the simph'st stnletural system. Thus, to ohtain a utilizable mathematic-
al model, only the idealized material }wha\"iour 
the-> :r110~t sub:::tantial ll1aterial heha\7ionl" la"\\-s. nla',,- IH' 
for the simple:3t eases. it i:3 hardly to construct a 
structural model cOHesponcling in ('Ycry detail to the actual ,"lructural syE'tem. 
irrespectiyf' of the idealization. The :3tructural model involving simplificationi' 
based on an "engineering mind" trained on practice will be though more 
comprehensihle, and will contain th<' analogous propertie,; impOTtanL for the 
design at a due accuraey. (For example, three-climeu5ional framework" mostly 
are 1110delled sinlply as plane fl'alllc"\\-orks ea~ier to use~ ncgIectio:n~ causing 
hut slight eHors as compared to three-dimensional frameworks.) 
- }Iathematical models are hardly built up of exact reiatioIlEhilv 
het-ween the analogous properties of the structures: easy-to-treat matllf'matical 
relationships are appli('(1. Sometime!", eyeil the mathematical model compo~('c1 
a~ a i3ystem of :=:implified relations is to he treated by ,111 approximate matllf'-
matical method to yipld the required new relationships. 
Restrictions of the mathematical model 
111 rcfercnce to the preceding chapte1', the eorrelatioll he[v;cen the 
structure Blade of a If'al nlaterial and its Inodel lllH,- he rf'alized at Et eloser 
('T rougher approximation depending on the rate of negleetio115. In 30me 
C:beS the c1eYlations are a.' important as to lead to qualitatiyeJy ('rrfJne'''l~ 
conclusions on tlle actu~ll structure. )Tamely: 
- The ideal matf'rial hehcr'l'iour law of the structural model cannot 
IJe corre1ated to th{~ reed 111aterial hehayiour la\v"s. 'TItis is a frequent C(1se in 
prohlemi3 of deformation, stability and ultimate condition of reinfnreecl 
concrete structure:=:. 
- The sYstem of a structural model cannot he correlated to that of 
th,> actual structure. This is true, first of all, for such cases where the effects 
considered a::: negligible from engineering aspects are' of the same order of 
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magnitude as tho:::e considered to he primordial for the particular structural 
system or the rather unusual s',ructural dimensions and proportions. 
- Loads and effect::: ignored in idealizing the loads acting on the 
structure induce effects of the same order as the idealized loads. )lost of the 
similar sources of error are due to the repnitive character of the loads and 
to the wrongly neglected dynamic effects. 
The results obtained by the approximate analysis of the mathematical 
model otherwise cOlTectly developed involve significant deviations from the 
mathematicaHy exact solution. The reason for this commonly is that sufficiently 
exact calculations require different approximations in analyzing the different 
effects (a more or le:::s dense net"\\-ork of differf'nces, alIo-waIlce for a different 
number of terms of the infinite series of functions. application of a different 
number of yalned nunlerals in easps of small differences hetwe('ll gn,at num-
hers. etc.). 
)10(1e1s from real materials 
Uses of model structures made Ifith real materials 
Each of the sources of error descrihed ahoye may strongly restrict the 
applicability of the H1Hthematieal model. Undouhtedly, the errors may be 
reduced hy applying more complicated struet mal or mathematical models, 
even belo,l- the permi:::sihle ndue. but in the numerical analvsis of the too 
complicated mathematical model, the deyiatiom caused hy the inevitable 
neglections limit the p(;ssible aecuracy of thl~ mathematical model. This is 
why the tests on other than immaterial modeh are preferred in spite of the 
rapid developnwnt of the analyses hy mathematical models. 
In general. eomplieatcd mathematical models pertain to plane and space 
structures: ",labs. di;:cs and shell structures. Practically, these analyses aI-ways 
involve the solution of partial diffel:ential equations of high order. In most 
cases, the solution of these differential equation;;: of simple structure encounters 
difficulties if great many unknowns are to he cOllsiclerecl in the numerical 
solution to obtain a sufficiently exact result. Commonly, only a few of the 
unknowns determined in the pl'oblcm are taken as design values, therefore, 
in such cases it is often more comfortahle and economical to resort to model 
tests confined to the determination of the design stre:3ses. 
X ew structural engineering prohlems required the introduction of a 
number of new structural designs. Significant deyiations from the common 
dimensions and systems of structures gaye prominence to effects hitherto 
ignored or omitted (for example, stability problems, plastic beha,iour of 
structural materials, problems of rheology, etc.). Also to elucidate these 
phenomena, it is advisable to deyelop material hehaviour laws and mathe-
matical models based on model test results. 
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Extension of our knowledge in material behaviour, and progre:3s in 
struetural design and in eomputation teehnique demand the deyelopment 
of ever new mathematieal models. J\lodel tests are also useful to eheek the 
validity and limits of new methods of eomputation, and to establish the 
applieability of strueture;;; designed by the new proeedures. 
J.[odel test problems 
The listed manifold uses require, of eourse, model types adapted to the 
"'lweifie problem. In generaL the structural models belong to three large groups. 
1. jloclels simulating the material behaviour. 
') :\lechanical modt:ls ·without material similitude. 
3. Other models ,dthout matt:rial similitude. 
- On model;; in the fir;;t group, those problem:" are analysed where 
material behayiour la-ws should exaetly he eonsidered. Thus, tests exploring 
phenomena peculiar to reinforced concrete structures, sueh as formation of 
cracks, ultimate load capacity, creep etc. apply models simulating material 
behayiour. :\eyertllE'less. material similitude does not necessarily mean idcntity 
hetwCf'll materials of model and strueture; on the eontrary, for reinforced 
conerete structurcs, the identity between materials of l110dd and structurE. 
·will be seen to result in generaL in different matf'rial beha\"iour. 
On models in the second group, problems are analysed \i"here only 
structural correspondence hct·ween the OTiginal structure and its model is 
required. In Euch east's it is implicitly assumed that the material behaviour 
laws of both the protutype and the model structure lllay he replaced by 
identical idealized material beh'lyiour laws. These mod"ls often lend themselvef' 
to ayoid mathell1aticalmodels requiring extensive calculations, or to determine 
the optimum proportion~ of the "tructure. 
- ~Iodel:3 of the third group may be used in cases where the mathemat-
icalmodels of the original structure and the model phcnoll1.enon are the same. 
These models always contain the effects of the neglections made in constructing 
the mathematical modeL their application is justified by metrology adyan-
tages and. in some ca:3es, by the pos:3ibility to simply and continuously yary 
the parameter:3. Such model types without material similitude consist, in 
general. of electrie and electronic unitE" wherein the analogous properties 
are electric quantities ready to measure: voltage difference. current intensity, 
ohmic resistance, impedance, etc. Simple model tests hased e.g. on the 80ap-
film analogy, :3anclhill analogy, etc., belong also to this group. 
In the following, only models belonging to the first two groups will 
he dealt with. The problems of application of models in the third. group 
after the development of the mathematical model are rather electrie 
and metrology problems. 
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Material similitude models of :reinforced concrete structllres 
111 aterial similitude characteristics of reinforced concrete 
The idealized design material properties should more or less approxi-
mate the properties of the actual materials. For the concretc in reinforced 
concrete ;;trnetrires, the following material charactpristics are assumed to be 
known: 
Ut 
rr(t) 
esiz(t) 
Young's modulus of elasticity (initial value); 
Poisson's ratio: 
compressiye strength of concrete (prism strength); 
ultinlate compression of concrete; 
ultimate tensile stress; 
coefficient of creep; 
specific shrinkage; 
Reinforeemen t charac teristics: 
Ea modulus of elasticity; 
v Poisson's ratio; 
UA limit of proportionality; 
ay yield point: 
a B tensile strength; 
CB ultimate tensile strain; 
1f) coefficicnt of contraction. 
The effcct of creep in the reinforccment 15 mostly neglected. excppt 
for prestresscd stl'uctUl'e:-::. 
Let us see no'w the consequences clue to differences in the above concrcte 
characteri8tics for two beams of the same structure and lead. 
If only the moduli of elasticity diffcr for perfcctly crackless stl'llCturC:" 
under identical loads, then the deformations differ propOl'tionally to the 
initial values of the moduli of elasticity, this proportion, ho"weyeL may 
already be altcred for rather small loads. ~amely: 
a) the stress-strain diagrams of concretes with diffel'ent initial moduli 
of elasticity Eoo deviate in different ways f1'om the linearity aecOl'c1ing to 
Hooke's la'w; 
b) due to second-order effects, the deformations do net depelld exactly 
on the first power of E: 
c) the stiffening cffect of thc reinforcement hecomes manifest. 
In the ease of small loads ncither of thesc effects are of interest. and 
mav be ignOl'ed in practice, i.e. idealized quantities may be introduced. 
- Differences in only the Poisson's ratios leave har system8 inaffectecL 
except for the interaction between concrete and reinforcement, to be discussed 
later. Plane and space structures are, however. much affected hy l' Slllce: 
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a) it o'trongly influences the magnitude of deformations (alld a1:3o their 
proportion if second order effects occur). 
b) it significantly influcnces thc dcYelopmcnt of stresses. 
Since the formation of cracks in, and the getting into plastic state of 
~oncrete is considercd to he hfJuncl to ccrtain chaTactcristic stress yalues (in 
accordauce with the kno\dcdge in material hehayiour), identity hetween 
Poisson's ratios of mod{'ls similar in material and of the original plane or 
space structure is a must. 
- If only thc <Jp yalue is different, a perfect material :"imilitudc can 
only he realized if the limit of plasticity is reached nowhere in the structurc. 
This meam, in gl'neraL that application as a model similar in material should 
be restricted to the iny(,stigationof structural cn':cks, not concomitant to 
plastic dcformations. 
Later 01L of rnodels of Inatcrial siil1ilitude 111adc· of Inaterials 
of different limits of plasticity will he demonstrated. 
- If only the ultimate compresEion eu differs, the material 5imilitucle 
may practieally Lc assuTcd up to the last stage of hcam loading. FTOlll practical 
aspects, model tests aTe also valid in the last stage, but where the deformatioll!, 
at faihue or ;;;ecollclary effccts (e.g. arch-action in heams and plates) are 
investigated, the failure pattcrns of model and original structurc lllay signifi-
eantly differ, hecaUEe the simulation of material hehayiour is imperfect at failure. 
If only the Ut yalnes differ, then the cracking loads ",.-ill he different. 
Aecordingly. the cracked structures reach the plastie state for different crack 
patterns. F r0111 the development of cracks to that of plastic deformation. 
howeyer. the hehayjour of the two structures will he similm·. Bearing in mind 
that owing to the plastic deformations, the crack widths are largest in regions 
in the plastic range, the internal stresses of the structure are hecoming more 
uniform in the prc-ultimate load stage, and in the ultimate stag" they ean 
he considered to he uniform. In a structun: developing "ignificallt second-oHler 
effects in the ultimate load stage, this identity will only he approxin~ate(l 
hecause the initiHl cracks may strongly influene(' the final failure pattern 
of the structure subject to arch-action. 
For permanent static loads_ the differing coefficients of creep 
repl'(~sent a divergence from a model truc to material. Though for instanta-
neous loads thi~ diyergence causes a negligible differenep, its effect on the 
ultimate condition must not hc left out of mind. For an important creep. 
much of the second-order load capacity eXee8'3 due lo COllcrete compression 
will be ahsorhed hy the deformations. This phenomenon may only be analyzed 
by means of a true-to-material model with the same coeffieient of creep fJ(t) 
as that of the actual '3tructure. 
- The difference het,,·een specifie ,-alues and histories of shrinkage 
deformation represent;;; a deyiation from the material similitude for modeh 
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of structures under permanent load. Use of a model of the same shrinkage 
C'Sh(t) as that of the aetual strueture rnay be of spt'eial importanee for analyses 
of the ultimate eonditions of craeking. 
The factors affeeting the material ,;imilitude bet\\-een reinforeements 
are as follows: 
- the modulus of elasticitv varies in relativeh- narro w limits. for mild 
. . 
steel wires it may be eonsidered constant: 
the very same is true for the UA, Uy and UB values of the rein-
forcement, although rolling and cold working may considerably influence 
first of all the limit of proportionality and the yield point: 
- knowledge of the exact values of Ub and 1;' may hc iInportant for 
the ccase of interaction bet·wt'en concrete and reinforcement at the ultimate 
condition: to our knowledge, however. no experinwnts ~-ielrliIlg unambiguous 
results 011 this effect have been made y(:t. A forced ignoratioIl of this effect. 
also influencing the material similitude. is, at all events, a :,-ource of errors 
in experiments on reinforeed concrete modcls; 
a number of experiments have been performed for the determination 
of the effect of the PoiEson's rati(), first of all for prestressed structures. In 
view of the fact that the Poisson's ratio of reinforcing step] is nearly constant. 
it is omitted from among the factors affecting the material similitude. 
Criteria of material similitude 
The deviation from material simili tude "ai' seen to depend on different 
material proppl'ties in different loading stages. 
Conditions of a perfect material simi1itudp for reinforcf'd pOllcrete 
structures are: 
a) identity between POiS:3011'S ratios of the materia]';; of structurp anrl 
model: 
b) identity hetween specific failure deformations at failure of materials 
of structure and model; 
c) constant ratios of material stress characteristics and moduli of 
elasticity of structure to model: 
d) similar functions and equal final yalne;; of cr(~ep coefficient~ and 
of 5hrinkage deformations. 
From the criteria it is evident that t hp perfect material similitude is 
conditioned by strict requirements, difficult to he met. If. for example, the 
reinforcement of the model consists of steel ,,-ires: all the other material 
properties should corrcspond to the concrete characteristics. The material 
suitable for modelling and haying the same characteristics as the concrete, 
satisfy-ing more or less the requirements of model construction, is the micro-
concrete, with certain 5ubstantial physical properties corresponding to those 
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of the concrete, proyidecl the nllxmg, compaction and CUrIng instructions 
have been strictly observed. Plastic materials may lend themselves for 
concrete modelling as materials with organic binders. To our actual knowledge, 
ho·wever, the only modelling material suitable for reliable simulation of 
material lwhcn-iour of reinforced concrete structures. is reinforced concrete 
itself. 
Effe('t of s('ale reduction on material behal'iour 
~Iany factors affect the strength propertie;: of concrete, accordingly, 
no functional relation can be established between effects and strength charac-
teristics. A uniform effect of factors governing the strength of concrete may 
be reached by the application of uniform concreting technology, exact dosage 
and careful curing. Tests done under such conditions ,.how strength charac-
teristies of concrete to he rather s(,l1sitivp to form and scalc. The smaller 
the scale of the InodeL the more th(' material strength characteristics of the 
actual structurc and model deviate. Size of thp scale effect may though yary, 
with scale reduction the strength vahwf' definitely increase, e.g. as much as 
20 per cent or so for a scale 1 : 5. 
In the case of concretes of the same grading. the maximum grain ",ize 
imposes a natural limit to :"cale reduction. A model ;:maller than one fifth 
of the actual size may only be constructed from a concrete of special grading 
of from micro-concrete. The properties of the micro-concrete may laTgely 
differ from those of the actual structure; ·with this kind of concrete the 
simulation of material hehayiour is only partial. Further Teductioll, e.g. 1: 20 
to 1 : 25_ may il1Yolyt' difficulties eyell for micro-concrete. The closer the 
maximum grain size to the least dimen;;;iol1 of the structural element, the 
more the strength ynlue;: of the strnctuTe scatter and the more the failure 
pattern is decidecl by local concrete imperfections and discontinuities. There-
fore no reinforced concrete models helow a ~eale 1 : :W arc used in practice. 
Scale grollps of models 
In accordance \\-ith the above statement;;; the modeh may be divided 
into groups as follows: 
laTge-scale models (1 : 1 to 1 : 5); 
middle-scale models (1 : 5 to 1 : 20): 
small-scale models (below 1 : 20). 
Large-scale models permit a practically perfect simulation of material 
behayiour. The behayiour of the actual structure under load may hetter be 
determined hy such model tests than by calculation procedures. Analysis 
of the special effects deYeloping in the actual structure, as well as deter-
mination of the ultimate load capacity is only possible on large scale models 
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at a sufficient accuracy. The , though cleci~iYc disaclyantage of large-scale 
model tests is their costliness. 
JIiddle-scale models lend thenlseh-es to model tests of partial material 
similitude. Strength properties of micro-concrete heing the same as those 
of concrete, middle-scale models may be advantageous for theoretical illyesti-
gations into special strength and structural prohlems of reinfOTced concrete 
structures, because the calculation procedures (mathematical models) deyel-
oped for the model may also hc applied for the actual structure made of the 
real material replacing, of course, the material characteristics of the micro-
conerete hy those of the concrete to he applied. 
\\'ith small-scale models, practically 110 model tests of material 
behaviour simul8tio11 are possihle, at most up to the limit of the elastic range 
or at quite rough qualitative eorrelations. In many cases, however, 'where 
the details of the stTuctural behaviour are ahsolutely such model 
tests yield useful information for further studies. The 'wide scope of application 
of small-scale models will he discussed helow. 
Selection of the analogous physical properties 
Models not simulating the Inaterial behaviour are mostly used for the 
analysis of structures in the elastic range. Accordingly, the correlated properties 
are loads acting on the actual structure and on the model, the elastic material 
coni'tants and elastic deformations. Since the correlation is only limited hy 
the linearly elastic behaviour of the materials, the scale of the modd may 
he selected at will, and also the scale of loading may vary in wide limits, 
independently of the scale of geometric simulation. 
'liewpoillts in "electing the material of the model are: 
a) behaviour according to Hooke's law of linear elaHicity oyer a loading 
rang" as wide as possihle: 
b) low modulus of elasticity: 
c) ahsence of anisotropy and internal stresses; and 
d) workability and joinability. 
Electric strain gauges are to he used on rnatf'l'ials of good thernlal con-
cluetiyity. 
The scale of geometry Llncllo(1fl of the ~tractural model arC' to he selected 
in aceCJrdmlce with the folIo'wing considerations: 
a) Inaccuracies in the con:"trllction of t lw model should no t affect 
significantly the stress distribution. 
b) Possibly Eimple instruments should suit to determine deformations 
of the model within their range of reliahility. 
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c) Simple equipment should suit ,·ither continuoui' or gradual loading. 
Suhstantial requirement;: arc reprodueihility at any time, e;:pecially in 
the case of a large numher of measurements; rapidity (and automaticity); 
evaluahility: and prevention of ot11f'l" pffect::: than the analogous properties 
from affecting th(' re.~ults. 
Applied materials 
ylaterial;: more or lc"" meeting thesc requirements are the metal:::, with 
the di5aclvantages, however, of relatively high moduli of elasticity Hud, in 
;:ome cases, a poor workability. Provided careful work and design suh:::i:::L 
model::: constructed of mctal - commonly of stcel or aluminium - afford 
the 11l0~t exact l"(,5UltS at a sufficient elasticity. 1Iodels constructed of plastics, 
first of all of and celluloid hav(' seYC'l"al advantagcs, the mOE't 
important .mes heing an ('asy workahility and a low modulus of elasticity. 
A" against metals. they have the disadvantages of important creep, low limit 
of proportionality and poor thermal conclucti-dty. 
Asbestos cement sheets arc highly convenient for modeb of plate struc-
tures. Asbestos eement unites certain advantageous properties of metals and 
plastics at a low price. and sheets suitable for the construetion of models 
are always availahle. 
~otice that for inye:,tigations in the scope of models Ivithout material 
similitud(', in general, models of concrete or micro-concrete cannot he used. 
~amely: 
a) Formation of hair cracks during setting and hardening disturbs the 
matcrial isotropy. 
b) Beyond the relatively low ultimate tensile stress. the structure 
doe::; not hehaye in accordance with the assumed elasticity. 
c) Relatively long hases depending on the grading arc needed to det,~r­
mine average specific deformation at a sufficient accuracy. 
Problem of model selection 
Complex model test programs 
In design v.-ork one often has to decide over solution alternatives likely 
to yield the accuracy needed from technical aspects at the mllllmum cost. 
After surveying the applicability of model tests certain facts shoultl be men-
tioned, often ignored in selecting the appropriate method. 
Mathematical models requiring voluminous computation may mostly 
be replaced by structural models of appropriate scale and degree of similitude. 
The more so since the model is simulating automaticallv most of the second-
order effects. 
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In order to simplify the caleulations, design for each effect is often 
done separately. Although model test:;: lcnd themselves to analyse simul-
taneously all effects onc can procecd - again for the sake of simplicity -
in modelling only certain parts or propcrties of the actual system. 
In such cascs, the not simulated properties may he predicted, in generaL 
by mean:;: of simpler, yet sufficiently accurate calculations or separate l11odt'1 tests. 
Tht' most effective combincd model test programs are: 
Anah"si" of the stress di5trihution in the structurc on small or middle 
5calc elastic models. checking the load capacity of the structural memhcrs 
critical for the structure as a "'whole on large or middle-scalc models. 
- Analysis of the stress distrihution in the strnctuTe according to the 
themy of elasticity. ehecking thc load capacity of the structural mcmbers 
suhject to strcss maxima by model tests. 
Determination of stresses in tIlt" structure by using an elastic model 
and simple caleulations ba8ed on thc test results. The load capacity of the 
structural members critical for failure of thc structure is to he checked bv 
calculation or modcl tCEt simulating matcrial behayiour. 
Automatic dctermination of stresses in. and load capacity of the 
3tructu1'(:" on small or middlc-scalc elastic models. directly computer processing 
the test data. 
In the folIo·wing, thrce model test programs will ht' reported of, done 
at the Department of Reinforced Concrete Structures, Budapest Technical 
Uniyersity. The t('sts aimed at helping design offices in decisions oyer particular 
design problems related to constructions. some of which haye been erected sincf'. 
Analysis of the arch-action in flat slabs hy tests on a model of material 
similitude . 
Scope and problems of the model test 
The load capacity of reinforced concrcte slabs. on certain houndary 
conditions. is known to excced the yalue based on the theory of elasticity 
or the theory of plasticity of first order for thin slabs. 
The excess in load capacity can he explained by the so-called arch-action. 
The problem was to investigate the exeess in load capacity due to the 
arch -action of reinforced concrete slabs supported at certain points: this 
conccption being Ulore and more applied in practice. 
~o simple mathematical model could be used because the simulation 
of the particular boundary conditions and of the slab structure in the plastic 
range ·would require mathematical formulation of several, up to no,,' unknown 
factors, demanding in turn firEt of all to determine the quality and order 
of magnitude of the effects of these factors, it being essentially the aim of 
the test series. 
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The actual model tests had to decide: 
a) whether an arch-action significantly increasing the load capacity 
of a slah supported at points can develop or not; 
b) what a horizontal flexural stiffness is required for a totally loaded 
structure adjacent to a single panel slab supportcd at four points to with~tand 
the horizontal deflection in each part of the slab: 
c) to -what a degree the arch-action affects the mechanism of defor-
mation of the structure after cracking: 
d) what is the function of the flexural reinforcement in the development 
of the arch-action: 
e) whether a stagc wherc thc load capacity of the slab ends by i'l1apping 
through could he developed or not: 
f) how the arch-action affects the punching of the slah? 
Selection of the model. 
For answering the questions a) and b) alone, the development of a 
model without material similitude would have heen sufficient, -while analysis 
of problems c) to f) required a model of material :,imilitude. 
It should he noted herein that for determining the appropriate propor-
tions of the model slah and loading surface, a model without material similitude 
was applied. Here the ~upporting conditions -were such that the field bet-ween 
the four supporting points behaved as a totally loaclecl slab of an infinite 
numher of panels. 
A scale of 1 : 15 ,n1S selected for the micro-concrete model of material 
similitude. 
According to the presented classification the scale 1 : 15 belongs to 
the group of middle-scale models with thcir limits of application. In this 
instance, this scale factor was partly appropriate for the inye;;:tigation of the 
mainly qualitatiye questions and the material similitude of the model was 
sufficient for analyzing the phenomenon, and partly. these models were 
inexpensive and easy to trE'at. 
Testing procedure. 
A total of 21 slabs have been constructed, the largest dimension of 
which was slightly oyer 1.0 m. The slabs were supported at four intermed-
iate points at the corners of a square of 54,.5 cm sides, over supporting 
surfaces of 6 cm sides. 
Loads were applied mechanically on 7 slabs and hydraulically on }Lt slabs. 
In some slabs, the specific £1exural reinforcement percentage, and in 
the others, made with uniform reinforcement, the horizontal £1exural- rigidity 
of the lateral support was yaried. 
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Besides of electronic and mechanical instruments for load indication, 
the displacements of the characteristic points of the slah were measured by 
inductive transmitters, dial gauges and hy levelling. 
Fig. 1 show::: a slah instrumented for testing to failure. On the left-hand 
side of the photo, the co-ordinate recorder for plotting the indications of the 
inductive inqnnnents i;: shown. 
Fig. 2 i~ the load-deflection diagram of the characteristic point,; of a 
slab. The curn' "r' is the load-deflection curve of the slab centre recorded 
Fig. 1 
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by the inductive transmitter, points 3 and 4 are support mid-spacing:- and 
points 1 and 6 are at the slab corners. The curye 4-3 indicates the mean 
of the deflections of the two mid-spacing points; the curve 6-1 shows the 
mean deflections of the two slab corners; finally, the curve i(Ll-3) indicates 
the differences between the slab centre deflections and the mid-spacing mean 
deflections. 
On all of the curves, ranges of the slab behayiour may he distinguished. 
Aft(>]" initial cracking. the slope of the load-deflection curve does not become 
Fig. 3. Example of a model slab tested to failure (lower :,ide) 
IT. 
upper 
__ 3_·!.... __ ...;:L.Q 
4·2 
A /) 
Fig. ·1. Upper side of the model slab in Fig. 3. :'lumbers indicate cracking loads in tons 
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zero, but after a definite break-point the curye gradually flattens. The slope 
is only zeroed just before failure (provided there is not enough reinforcement 
suitably arranged to induce the tensile membrane effect). 
Figs 3 and 4 show top and bottom surface of a slab, respectively, after 
failure. The study of the cracking pattern yields useful information on the 
load behaviour of the slab. 
Illlerpretatiol1 of the model test results 
Conclusioni' drawn from the model test" are, in the sequence of .the 
questions: 
a) in slabs of conyenient geometry on point supports an arch-action 
develops. of a similar rate as in slabs of continuou:3 edge support; 
b) in a detacllt'd slab panel, arc It-action de'.'elop;: eyell in the case uf 
a relatively lo"w lateral stiffnes::: of the adjoining structure; 
c) after formation of the erack". tilt: deflpctions of the slab ,11'i' ~m alier 
than without lateral "upport: 
cl) further tes.s are needed to :;:ee tIlt' <"ffect of the flexural reinforce-
ment percPl1tage: 
e) slahs without flexuraI reinforcement exhihitpd failure by-napping 
through: 
f) the load capacity of most "labs with flexural reinforcPl11pnt dcpended 
on thc ultimate punching forcc, this yalne. however. exceeded the value 
calculated omitting the arch-action. and thp failure pattern wa~ that of a 
fipld mOlllPllt combil1t'd "with a lllol1wnt-slwar punching. 
The ~('rie" of model tpsts cleared the problems up to the expected degree. 
Bearing in mind. ho\\-eYer. that tllt' model was of middle-scale, the partial 
material similitude preyented the hphayiour of the model from heing cOll~iclered 
analogous to that of the structure. ~ eyertheless, the information supplied 
by the tests ,vas sufficient to confirm the correlations of the mathematical 
model based on the te;;:t results applit'rl to study tl1(' arch-action. 
Analysis of a slah of particular sh:p~ ?y means of a 1110del 'without material 
s111uhtude 
The problem 
On C01111111S51On of an industrial entcrprise, the cle:-ign of a reinforced 
concrete slab had to he checked by a mcthod independe11t of thc original 
procedure. The slab, of elliptical shape, with a major axis of 31.0 m and a 
minor axis of 22.80 m, was simply supported along the edge and elastically 
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at si:x: symmetrical, internal points. The structure was that of a pedcstrian 
:mbway deck roof subject to heavy yehicle loads distributed over a relati-
,-ely small surface. The original design applied the finite element method 
involving a system of equations for o,-er 150 nodes soh-cd hy computer. 
:\"0 solution of elliptic slabs :3Ubject to point loads equivalent in accuracy 
to the above mentioned method using infinite function series is reported 
of in thp technicallitt'ratul'(" e:x:cept for slabs with restrained edges. Numerical 
solution of slabs of the giyen boundary condition is nearest to impossible 
by manual method. Therefore_ model tests were applied to determine the 
;;tres;:; distrihution in the structure. 
Selection of the model 
The first ;;t<:1' consisted in selecting type and scale of the model. 
The idea of construeting a model of material similitude ha;; been rejected 
]Jecause knowledge of the elastic hehayiour of the structure sufficed: no 
analysis of secondary effects depending on the construction and material 
properties of the deck roof was necessary. 
The choice of a model without matt'rial similitude wa;: motivated aI;:o 
by the requirements of economy and urgency. 
Supposing an ideally elastic bchayiour of the materials of model and 
Etrueture, simulation of the structural system of the roof ;;lah was only required. 
Stres;;; values corresponding to a mathematically exact calculation could 
also be obtained by stress or curvature detcrminations on a model of appro-
priate Ecale, but at thf: cost of prolonged time demand. 
The method of checking lests il1Yoh-ing the test program was established 
so a:' to avoid difficulties due to both the tedious calculation "work and the 
lack of ehecking by inspection. as well as to the e:x:temometry requiring much 
preparation and evaluation work. 
On the basis of these considerations, the known structural cle;;;ign method 
based on simplifying assumptions has been combined "with tests on the model 
without material similitude to determine the design stresses of the special 
hype1'statie slah structure. The simplified mathematical models, certain para-
meters of which were ohtained in model tests, "were as follows: for the field 
moments, the slah strueture was diyided into column strips and field strip". 
Considering each strip as a continuous beam on elastic supports, the design 
111omcnt.3 ("an he determined at fair appro:x:imation from the knowledge of 
loads and reactions. 
For the determination of the stref'se" about the supports, the part of 
the dab confined by the zero circlc of the radial moments is analysed as a 
circular plate simply supported at the perimeter, loaded in its centre b,- the 
rf'acting foree of the column. 
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Determination of the design moments IS seen to require the column 
reaction forces of the structure of \'('1'\- intricate stress svstem in the case of 
different load patterns. 
Testing procedure 
The model te:;:t program has been established so a:;: not to require anything 
hut the simph~8t and at the :3ame time most exact determination. namely 
that of the deflections by mean;; of dial gauges. 
Fig . .J 
The hyper:;:tatic principal beam of the :;:tructure dastically supported 
at six inside points is the elliptic :;:lab 'without inside supports. The further 
sixfold redundancy may be resoh-ed by writing down :;:ix equations of elastic 
eonnections for the displacements and reaction force:;: of the supports. 
The unit factors of the set of equations have been defined from the 
deflections due to unit loads applied on the unsupported slabs at the locations 
of the columns, measured at the locations of the other columns. For this 
purpose a loading device has been eonstructed which permitted to measure 
the deflection ah30 at the load point. 
Also the load factors i.e. the concentrated load effects were obtained 
from the deflection values at the fictitious supports of the unsupported slab. 
Such an arrangement is prcsented in Fig .. 5. 
The effect of the elastic bedding -was taken into consideration by increas-
ing the elements in the main diagonal of the unit factor matrix by the value 
of the coefficif'nt of subgrac1f' reaction. 
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Owing to the manifold de;o:ign load pattern, it was ach-isable to determine 
the inyerted matrix of tl1C' unit factor matrix, thereby the :3upporting forces 
of the flat sbb could re:l(lily be determined as a product of YectOTs, composed 
of the deflection ydues at the fictitious ~upport locations for the different 
load pat::('nls. the inyertc-d matrix, and by a scabr numher dcriyuhle 
from the model similitude law. 
To determine 1 Ill' zero circle of tht' radial iwnding mument arol11111 the 
columns. the ddlectiol1E ha,-e ],een nWil;;ured by leydling at the pointE of the 
Fig. 6 
radial cross-sectiom: intersecting the supports. The model with the arrange-
ment of the leyelling riders is shown in Fig. 6. The results indicated that 
the position of the radial moment zero lines assumed at the one fifth of the 
column spacing practically hardly depended on the load, therefore, this 
assumption is always satisfactory in calculating the maximum. negative 
bending moments. 
For the size of this model to scale 3 : 200 made of nitrate-celluloid 
sheet 3 mm thick the stre88e5 due to a concentrated load of 1-2 kips did not 
exceed the limit of proportionality of the material; the deflections of 2 to 3 mm 
could be determined at a sufficient accuracy by dial gauges of 1/100 mm 
sensitiyity. 
The Nayier boundary condition could be realized by placing the slah 
upon a row of balls arranged along the edge of the ellipse: lifting was preyented 
by weights suspended on the slab edge. 
In interpreting the te8t results, the multiple symmetry has been fully 
utilized. 
Some results of checking tests and calculations, as well as those of the 
original computation are compared in Table 1. 
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Table I 
Columll reactioll fon'cs 
LOud 
Computc:r Olltput ChCf'killg c<1lculntion 
P [:lIp] P PIp] 
Dead load PI" 166.3 PI" 189.') 
P'7 1:;3.9 P7; 120.0 
Conl"('ntr.lled load PI" = -3.:;: PlO 2.3 (Load pattern '») P;; 67.37 P;; 69.8 
LO'Hl Loc.>tilln 
Compur(-r Olltput Cheekillg caI!'ulati'}JJ 
In [:\Ipm/m] 
'" 
[\blll!m] 
SlIpport moments: 
D('ad lond 1:2 - 26.2 - 23.7 
2-L 7H -18.];i ( 23.2) 
COll("'lltrali'd ]ilad J2 9JH -10.1 
J 2.19 7.:1 ( II).fl) 
Field moments: 
Dead load m .. :).;:;-: 
. ) nz,. '7 .h.~ m . 5.n 
my - :3.18 
-0 
.. ) 111,. :;.92 711" ;',92 
COllecni ra le'] load 111y 1:3.1B 
.l T1l. 111,(11 111y 1:;.:; 
-" 11.72 in .. , 19.~ . ,) Ill.,: 
(The ",1111C'; in hrackets are those eakllhterl on tIlt' ha-is of other load patt('rJ:' npproxi-
Inating dIP dp~ig:Il yaln(>~.) 
The~f' example:- of ll10nwnl \'alue::: dearly ~ho\\" that "jIllultaneou:, 
application of calculation and n1011elling t'i'pecially in the casc of simple 
calculations and rapid model program i" Yen- effectiye and allows an 
accurate analysis of complex problems whieh. at fir~t glance. seem to he 
inaccessihle to simple means. 
Analysis of flat slab punching in a comhined model test program 
The problem 
The engineering structures adjoining the underground railway III 
construction haye heen designed with flat slabs. 
The supports haye heen designed with expensiYe, cast steel discs. 
On commission of the design office we had to inyestigate, to what a 
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degree the diameter of the steel casting could be reduced without affecting 
the load capacity of the ;<tructure. 
Selection of the model 
Te:3ts ,,"ith flat slabs conducted by the authors, as well as by foreign 
researchers showed most of such structures to fail by insufficience of shear 
or moment-shear load capacity of the slab ahout the supports. 
The ultimate punching load of the slah, the mode of failure depends 
on the ratio of slab thickness to diameter of the supporting surface, on the 
grade of concrete and reinforcement. and on the position of this latter. 
The problem was seen to he that of the failure of the structural material, 
therefore a model of material similitude had to he applied. 
Falnieatiol1 \ritL varialJl,> parameters and to failure of large 
or middlp-sealp models of mat prinl similitude of a whole floor structure would 
hav(' been nnecollomieal and unrpasonahle. A.cconling to the deflection and 
moment diagrams. a flat dab under uniform load exhihits circularly symmetric 
hehaviour ahout regularly arrangf'd supports. Accordingly: as wa", meationecl 
aboye in cdnl1ection with th" preceding Illodel tesL the el1yironment of the 
column Illay appnlpriately IJl' irn;(,:3tigatecl on the part of the slab bordered 
hy the moment zero cire1p. considered independcnt I)f the rest of the slab. 
Th.- constraint reprt'S(>nt(-d hy the material continuity can he suhstituted 
bv fr('dy rotatillf! support at th<:, 1w1'imeter of tll<' zero circle, 
Our problem also might be lJlGdelled hy similar method. For this case. 
how('yt'r. nu reference,,; UH fornl and sizf' of the moment zero line are found 
in thp litnature. and aI',' rat1wr difficult to calcul"te. Sanw1y: 
the poin ts of support are arranf!ed at the yertic.:;; of regular triangles; 
intel1sin~ asymmetric loads may significantly affect the form of the 
zero line to distort into an a,-ymmf'tric configuration. 
Tlnls. the first step was to dete1'min(' the shape of the zero line of the 
radial moments of th!' Plastic slab under conc('ntrated load around th,' column, 
if ~npports are arranged in a network of rcgular triangle~. 
For this purpose a small-:-cale model without material similitude was 
used. It was suffici('nt to simulate the stnlctural sYstem. as well as to correlate 
the moduli of elasticity and the tran5yerSe contraction coefficients. since the 
moments had to he eyaluatecl fro 111. the strain determinations. 
The model W<li' made of ashestos cement. to scale 1 : 25. 
The column capitals together with the neoprene shoes haye been scaled 
down according to the law of similitude. 
Instead of simulating the whole floor structure, only a part of it has 
heen analyzecL the columns heing arranged in the centre and at corners of 
a regular hexagon (Fig. 7). 
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Considering that the designer intC'nded to rC'alize sevC'ral flool'~ of the 
same plan layout and since no 1110111C'nt influence surfaces were available for 
:,uch £lOOTS, it s{'C'mecl advisahle to simultaneously detC'rmil1C' thc moment 
i nnu<'l1cC' surfacC's. 
The developed momC'nts have ])C'en cvaluatcd hy calculation from the 
strains indicated resistance strain gauges pticed in the aXf'S of 
hot h ::;ides of the slah. 
Fig. i. :llodel testf of the subway plate, Baross square. Arrangement of strain gauge" load-
ing point,. :'\umbers in brackets refer to gauges on the lower side 
Description of the model tests 
Fig. 8 shows the ovC'r-all arrangemC'nt of the mode'! test. 
The loads wC're applied at regular nC'twork nodC's. 
Tl1(' rC'Iiability of the moment influcnce charts has been checked: they 
led to a value of 18.6 Mpmjm for the moment at the centre of a panel under 
thC' design load, whilst the computer output was 20.12 }Ipmim. The differC'nce 
of about 10 per cent has to be ascribC'd to the negIC'ctiolls inhC'rC'nt with the 
computer method of finite differencC'. The radial moment diagrams ahout 
thC' column capital under heavy loads distributed over small areas, in positions. 
have been determined. 
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Fig. 8 
In every case the radial moment zero-line "was a circle at a fair approxi-
mation. "with a specific radius c = 0.179 to 0.216, a comparable ,-alue to 
c = 0.2 to 0.22 quoted in the literature. 
Fig. 9 
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Then, in accordance with the program. the models of material similitude 
representing the slab structure ahout the column, haye been constructed to 
a scale 1 : 10. 
Eight circular reinforced concrete platcs of 4.2 cm dia., 5.5 cm thick 
have been cas!, reinforced similarly as the original structure (Fig. 9). 
Fig. 10 
In accordance with the column capitals of three different diameters, 
the plates WC1'(: :3upported at their centres - 'with the intermediary of circular 
stecl plate;;: 8 mm thick of 10.7 and '} cm diameter"" respectively, - on 4 cm 
diameter circular di8cs proportional to the actual column diameter. and the 
arrangement was placed in the hydraulic testing machine. 
The circular plates were fixed at 12 points along the moment zero circle 
of 38 cm diameter of the model. 
The test setup i;;: :3hown in Fig. 10. 
During loading. the displacements of the plat(o ccntre ys. load were 
measured. 
In Fig. lL load-deflection diagrams are plotted on the ba;;:i;;: of tests 
on three supporting discs of different diameters. 
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It is ob...-ious that the 10 cm dia. di5c ,,-as punched after a significant 
plastic deformation (moment failure), punching of the 4· cm dia. disc:;: was of 
brittle nature (shear failure), while the dise of 7 cm dia. failed by mOlllent-
shear. The dise diameter also influenced the ultimate load ...-alue. 
In accordance with the modf'] test results, a proposal to impro\-e design 
economy ha:3 been clevf'lopf'd. 
t P[Mp] 
IO~ 
5 
dl 10 cm 
Ultimate ~oad' 1'2- 5 \..A:~ 
o~------------------------~------------------------~~~~ 5 iD e[fTlmJ 
II 
§ununal'V 
~\lndejs of appropriate type. material Clud scale significantly help the work of the 
dei'igner, as author:, experienced it them:,eh·e,.. 
:Uodel- trne to material are advantageous hy exhibiting phenomena of material charac-
ter of the :,trueture, permitting therehy to cheek by inspection . 
As against complex. computerized mathematical model;;. the adyantage of the real 
model is to make needless the determination of other than direct design value:,. provided 
the real model is appropriately constructed and the te;;ting program is duly e,.tablished. 
In reporting the three model tests conducted at the Department of Reinforced 
Concrete Structures. three distinct application possibilities of the model tests haye been 
presented. In each of the three cases. the selected method is ;;uperior in economy and effic-ien,.,y 
to the corresj)()ncling. purely mathematical analysis. 
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